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Scientologistsl“ Are Helping to
Solve the Problems of Education  
America is today faced with the harsh

fact that tens of millions of its citizens
simply cannot read or write. t .

According to U.S. Department of Edu-
cation statistics, more than_ 23 million
adults -—- approximately one out of seven
-— are functional illiterates: they cannot
read, write or function adequately
enough to do such simple things as bal-
ance a checkbook or understand a bus
schedule. - - '

Each year, according to Department of
Education estimates, another 2.3 million
enter the ranks of the nations illiterates.

When one looks for an explanation of
these alarming figures, the use of power-
ful psychiatric drugs in the schools looms
as a major factor. _

Asfar back as 1970, the Church of
Scientology pointed out how children as
young as six were being dosed with large
amounts of Ritalin, Dexedrine and other
destructive psychiatric drugs. _

A report published that year in FREE-
DOM the Church’s independent news
journal, disclosed that some 300,000
American schoolchildren between six
and twelve years of age were being given
heavy doses of amphetamines to “mod-
ify” their “overactive” classroom behav-
ior. Up to 30 per cent of the school-
children in some areas were maintained
on the mind-crippling drugs.

ln case after case over the years, the
Church of Scientology has shown that
psychiatric drugs have damaging and
debilitating effects. They have no Place in
the schools. ' .

Schoolchildren whose lives have been
wrecked by drugs can, however, be sal-
vaged. Tens, of thousands of people have
come off drugs through the work of the
Church of Scientology and have gone on
to lead happy, successful and productive
lives. ~

Psychiatrists and psychologists have
taught that a person’s IO does not
change. Scientology has shown that this
is not true;a person's IO and ability can
be increased. Scientology does this
routinely.

The Church has seen that children
classified by psychiatrists or psycholo-
gists as “hyperactive” are in fact expe-

riencing study difficulties which can be
resolved in a relatively short period of
time. “Hyperactivity” and “learning dis-
abilities” in children are routinely
handled in Scientology ——-without drugs.

Using the technology of study
researched and developed by Scientol-
ogy Founder L. Fion Hubbard, children
can advance three grade levels in their
reading and mathematical skills in 20 to
40 hours. Many _”success stories“ from
children, their parents, and theirteachers
attest to this-

Thousands of teachers the world over
-— more than 5,000 in Africa alone- have
been trained in the use of this.valuable
technology. ' ~ ,-_

Increasingly, educational groups;
schools, and businesses are using this
technology, having seen that the door to
success in life opens when one can effec-
tively study. . '

From the prestigious Delphian School
in Sheridan. Oregon, to the black town-
ships of Soweto in Johannesburg, South
Africa, and from the executives of major
corporations to the individual seeking to
better himself, hundreds of thousands of
people are using this technology -— and
doing better in life as a result. S

Psychiatric front groups object to our
work and to our standagainst drugs. And,
of course, the vested interests they
represent howl in protest when the de-
structive results ot psychiatric drugging
are exposed by the Church.

~ As more and more people are freed by
Scientology from the harmful effects of
drugs, the psychiatrists find fewer and
fewer customers for their mind-numbing
wares. As children find the world of learn-
ing open to them through the study tech-
nology of Scientology, the idea of taking
drugs becomes unacceptable and even
abhorrent. Psychiatrists cannot tolerate
this, as their livelihoods depend upon a
drugged population. A '

Despite psychiatrys attempts to pro-
tect its drug monopoly, however, the
demand for Scientology's study technol-
ogy continues to grow.

The education of our children is our
nations future. Scientology has the
answer to successful education.

For further information, call: To//-Free 7-800-367-8788
Church of Scientology@, Office of Special Affairs

1413 N. Berendo St., Los Angeles, CA 90027
0

- I» 1985 Church of Scientology. Scientology, Scientologisr and the Scientology cross are trademarks _
' owned by the Religious Technology Center and are used with its permission.
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